ABSTRACT Communities represent an ubiquitous topological characteristic of complex networks, and discovering community structures is of fundamental importance. Conductance is a detection algorithm for weighted overlapping communities with high-accuracy division results; however, the relationship between the nodes and their neighbors is not considered in the selection of the initial community, which leads to unreasonable initial community selection and lower accuracy in discovering the real community structure of the network. In addition, the algorithm may miss nodes. Accordingly, the edge strength conductance algorithm (ESCA) is proposed, which resolves the issues of unreasonable initial community selection and missing nodes by using the concepts of edge strength and belonging degree. Experiments demonstrate that for both unweighted and weighted networks, ESCA does not miss nodes, and the detected communities are closer to the real network community structure compared with those obtained by Conductance and COPRA, the community overlap propagation algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Communities are network structures with dense internal connections and sparse external connections to other communities. Community division is important because it facilitates the understanding of the structure, function, and evolution process of complex networks, as well as their organizational principles and dynamic characteristics [1] . Communities are widely used for, e.g., predicting links in social networks [2] , predicting protein-DNA interactions in biological networks [3] , detecting gene community structures and discovering gene fragments that drive cancer [4] , designing a delay tolerant network (DTN) routing protocol [5] , and worm containment in online social networks [6] . Therefore, it is highly important to accurately determine the community structure of a network.
Since Girvan and Newman proposed the GN algorithm [7] in 2002, several methods have been put forth for discovering disjoint and overlapping communities in connected networks [8] . Each node in disjoint communities belongs to only one community. Typical disjoint communities detection
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Modularity optimization consists in decomposing the global optimization problem into local problems, determining each local optimal value, and eventually integrating them into a global approximate optimal value. Newman [10] and Fast Unfolding [11] are the most widely used modularity optimization algorithms. However, they are time consuming because the search space is overly large when they are used in large-scale networks. Label propagation is a graph-based semi-supervised learning algorithm. It consists in propagating the labels of labeled nodes, and determining the labels of unlabeled nodes according to the result of the final diffusion. The earliest label propagation algorithm (LPA) was proposed by Zhu et al. [12] in 2002. With its scalability, fast execution, and effectiveness, this algorithm has attracted wide attention and has given rise to various improved variants, such as, LPA for community detection in networks based on node importance and label influence [13] , LPA based on modularity maximization [14] , and the stable LPA [15] . The partition algorithm consists in determining all links between communities and then deleting them. Finally, each connected branch may correspond to a community. For example, GN [7] and the cluster overlap Newman Girvan algorithm [16] are based on this principle.
In contrast to the case of disjoint communities, a node may belong to several overlapping communities. In Fig. 1 , there are three communities A = {a, c, e, f , g}, B = {b, d}, and C = {g, h, j, i} in a network G. A and C are overlapping because node g belongs to both A and C. Typical overlapping communities detection algorithms include local expansion, label propagation, link partitioning [9] , and overlap matrix.
(1) Local expansion can be reduced to two stages: selecting an initial local community and then expanding it. Strength [17] , Conductance [6] , and LCCD [18] are typical local expansion algorithms. The selection of the initial community is highly important, as it not only directly affects the final result but also indirectly affects the algorithm's adaption to the network type. (2) The label propagation algorithm can be used not only for the discovery of disjoint communities but also for the discovery of overlapping communities in certain cases. In this category, the community overlap propagation algorithm (COPRA) [20] and the label-propagationprobability-based algorithm [21] are the most widely used and efficient. (3) Previously, nodes were chosen as the search object, while link partitioning algorithms select edges as the search object. Evans et al. first propose this type of algorithm in 2009 [22] , whereby the network is transformed into a line graph, then it is divided into communities based on normal node partitioning. This attracts wide attention and several algorithms are proposed based on this method, such as the similarity detection community algorithm [23] and the spectral analysis of edge graphs [24] . (4) Overlap matrix algorithm uses a node overlapping relationship between communities to form an overlap matrix for detecting a community. Palla et al. [19] first locate all the groups in the network and then use clique-clique overlap matrix to discover the communities. Experiments show that although this method can accurately identify community but it results in the relatively high computational complexity. In recent years, many researchers put forward other solutions, Sun et al. [25] propose Information Flow method to the detect communities, that is OCDID(Overlapping Community Detection based on Information Dynamics). Liu et al. [26] propose CDCLM, an overlapping community discovery algorithm based on coarsening and local overlap modules.
Weighted social networks are more realistic than unweighted ones [27] . Therefore, in this study, the edge strength conductance algorithm (ESCA) is proposed based on edge strength. ESCA uses the edge strength and the belonging degree [17] to resolve the problems of unreasonable initial community selection and missing nodes in Conductance. It can also be used to determine overlapping communities in weighted and unweighted networks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, some related concepts are introduced that will be used in the community division and to overcome the shortcomings of Conductance. Then, the improved ESCA is introduced and its time complexity is analyzed in Section 3. In Section 4, an experimental evaluation is carried out, and the results are analyzed. Section 5 concludes the paper.
II. CONDUCTANCE ALGORITHM
Conductance was proposed by Lu et al. [6] , and can accurately determine overlapping communities in weighted networks. The algorithm is divided into two stages for each community: selecting an initial community and extending it. Because there are usually multiple communities in the network, this division process will be repeated several times. Two related concepts are first given.
A. BELONGING DEGREE
The belonging degree B(u, C) [17] of a node u to a community C is defined by
where W u denotes the total weight of all edges of u, and v∈C W u,v denotes the total weight of all edges of u within C. B(u, C) reflects the probability that belongs to C.
B. CONDUCTANCE
The conductance φ(C) [28] of a community C in a network G is defined by
where cut(C, G \ C) denotes the total weight of the cut edges of C, and W C denotes the total weight of all edges in C, including the cut edges. The value of φ(C) indicates the strength of the connection between the internal nodes of C.
C. GENERATING NODES AND GENERATING WEIGHTS
The generating nodes gN (u,v) of an edge (u, v) in the network are defined by
The generating weights gW (u,v) of an edge (u, v) When its weight of is greater than 1 in the network are defined by
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D. EDGE CLUSTERING COEFFICIENT
The edge clustering coefficient gC u,v of an edge (u, v) in the network is defined by
From the perspective of social networks, if two individuals A and B have a large number of friends, it is more likely to form a community with a large amount of communication with their friends, and they will have an equally large influence over the group. If the connections between the common friends of A and B are strong, the group formed with A and B as the core will be more stable. Based on this principle, the edge strength ES (u,v) is defined as the importance of the edge (u, v). ES (u,v) consists of gN (u,v) , gW (u,v) , and gC (u,v) . gN (u,v) corresponds to a group with the nodes u and v as its core, and gW (u,v) corresponds to the total amount of communication between u, v, and their common neighbors. gC (u,v) corresponds to the tightness of the connection between the common friends of u and v. ES (u,v) becomes stronger as gN (u,v) of (u, v) increases. If there are multiple edges with the same gN (u,v) , then larger gW (u,v) implies stronger ES (u,v) . If there are multiple edges with the same gN (u,v) and gW (u,v) , then larger gC (u,v) implies stronger ES (u,v) .
F. SHORTCOMINGS OF CONDUCTANCE ALGORITHM
Using the above definitions, the division process of Conductance can be described as follows.
Input: Given a network G(V , E), where V denotes the set of nodes and E denotes the set of edges, let E ← E. Each element of E is composed of edges and their corresponding weights.
Output: The community set C of the network.
Step1: Select the endpoints u and v of the edge (u, v) with the largest weight from E as an initial community C, i.e., C ← {u, v}.
Step2: Find the node w with the largest B(w, C) in the neighbor node Nc of C and add w to the temporary community C , i.e., C ← C ∪ {w}.
Step3: If φ(C ) < φ(C), then C ← C , and go to Step2; otherwise, go to Step4.
Step4: Add C to C, i.e., C ← C ∪ C. Delete the edge containing the nodes in C from E and then clear C . If there is an edge in E , go to Step1; otherwise, go to Step5.
Step5: Return to C and end.
In the above process, Step1 selects the initial community C, and two nodes with the largest edge weight are used to form C. Step2 extends C; it ends when it does not meet the extension condition of Step3. Step4 saves the communities obtained by the division process and judges whether the existing communities in the network G are not divided. Step5 returns the division result C.
Although the algorithm can relative accurately detect community structures in weighted networks and achieves better performance when the number of overlapping nodes increases, it may select the initial community inappropriately and miss nodes, as follows.
First, Conductance selects two endpoints with the largest edge weight as the initial community (Step1), which is unreasonable because the edge weight of two nodes can only reflect the possibility that are classified in the same community; it does not reflect the importance of the two nodes in the community to which they belong, as the initial community should be the most important subset of nodes in their community. The importance of two nodes is not only related to their edge weights but also to their neighbors. Therefore, even if two nodes belong to the same community, they do not necessarily become the optimal initial communities that can be used as extensions. In the division process of the entire community, the initial community not only directly relates to the quality of the community divided by the algorithm but also affects the types of networks to which the algorithm applies. Thus, the selection of the initial community is highly important.
The above analysis can be seen in Fig. 1 . The weight of the edge (e, f ) is the largest, and the nodes e and f are selected as the initial community. Then Conductance will eventually yield a division into four communities: A = {e, f , g}, B = {b, d}, C = {a, c, e, f , g}, and D = {g, h, i, j}. In this result, A is both part of C and a completely independent community. Obviously this division is unreasonable, which is caused by the inappropriate choice of the initial community. To resolve this, ESCA, which is described below, considers the edge strength. If the network is divided by ESCA, {a, c} will be selected as the initial community, and eventually the communities will be as follows: A = {a, c, e, f , g}, B = {b, d}, and C = {g, h, i, j}. Obviously, this result is more in line with the actual structure.
Furthermore, in practical applications, Conductance omits some connected nodes, and the algorithm cannot determine communities containing these nodes. This is because Step4 uses the edges in E as the basis to continue the division, and each time, Step4 removes the edges of the nodes in C from E . Thus, E is null even if there are still nodes that are not included into any communities at the end. This results in the missing nodes problem. In network connectivity applications, missing connected nodes are obviously undesirable.
III. ESCA ALGORITHM A. ESCA ALGORITHM
ESCA overcomes the shortcomings of Conductance as follows. First, the method for selecting the initial community is modified. In the process of detecting each community, the importance of the edges is defined according to edge strength, and the endpoints of the edge with the largest edge strength are selected as the initial community.
Secondly, the missing connected nodes are included into the community with the largest belonging degree. The process of ESCA community discovering is shown in Figs. 2 and  3 . Given the network G and the remaining network G , let G = G. G is used to select the initial community C, as shown in Fig. 2 , and G is used for the expansion of C, as shown in Fig. 3 . Each time, a pair of nodes u, v with the largest ES (u,v) is selected from G as the initial community C. Then C is extended in G as follows.
First, all edges in G , as shown in Fig. 2(a) , are sequenced and the endpoints of the edge (u, v) with the largest ES (u,v) are taken as the initial community. In Fig. 2(b), gN (a,c) and gN (f ,g) are the largest, with gW (a,c) = 25 and gW (f ,g) = 25, but gC (a,c) = 16/20 and gC (f ,g) = 14/20; thus, the nodes a and c are selected, i.e., C = {a, c}.
Subsequently, a temporary community C = {a, c} is formed, and C is extended in G. The node with the largest B(u, C) is selected from the neighbor node set {b, d, e} of C to join C . As B(b, c) = 3/14, B(d, c) = 2/13, and B(e, C) = 9/29, e is selected to join C ; hence, C = {a, c, e}. Then, it is determined whether C = {a, c, e} is proper. In this case, φ(C ) = 25/45, φ(C) = 14/25, and φ(C ) < φ(C); thus, C is better than C, and C is set equal to C = {a, c, e}. Analogously, the nodes f and g will be selected to join C. When C = {a, c, e, f , g}, B(i, C) is the largest in the neighbor node set {b, d, h, i} of C. Then i is put into C , but φ(C ) > φ(C); thus, it does not satisfy the extension condition, and the expansion process of C ends. At this point, C = {a, c, e, f , g} is detected from the network, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . Afterwards, the edges in C are deleted from C , as shown in Fig. 2(c) . If there is an edge in G , another initial community is selected from G and extended in G; otherwise, the expansion ends. According to the above division process, the initial communities {b, d} and {h, j} are selected in turn, as shown in Figs. 2(c) and (d) . After the expansion ends, the corresponding communities are {b, d} and {h, j, i, g}, as shown in Figs. 3(c) and (d) . Finally, it is detected whether there are missing connected nodes, in which case, the missing node u is assigned to the community C with the largest B(u, C).
B. ESCA ALGORITHM PSEUDO CODE
Herein, the implementation of the ESCA algorithm will be presented.
ESCA is shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm is divided into three stages: selecting the initial community C, expanding C, and selecting the communities for the missing nodes. 
Initial(C,V',E');// Finding the initial community C

4:
Expanding(C,V);//Expanding the community C
5:
E ← E \ E c ;
6:
V ← V \ C;
7:
C ← C ∪ C; 8: end while 9: if V = ∅ then 10: Final(C,V',V);//Selecting the communities for the missing nodes 11: end if 12: return C;
Initial represents the selection stage of the initial community C, in which the endpoints of the edge with the largest edge strength are selected to form C, as shown in Algorithm 2.
Expanding represents the expansion stage of C, in which C is extended with the node with the largest belonging degree, as shown in Algorithm 3.
Final represents the stage of selecting the communities for missing nodes. Here, the missing connected nodes are included to the communities with the largest belonging degree, and each isolated node is separately classified as a community, as shown in Algorithm 4. 
end if 6: end for 7: for each (u, v) ∈ E 0 do 8: C ← C ∪ {u} where u = argmaxB(u, C )and u ∈ V , C ∈ C;
5:
V ← V \ {u};
6:
C ← {u};
8:
C ← C ∪ C;
9:
V ← V \ C; 10: end if 11: end for
C. TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
To analyze time complexity, it is assumed that the number of nodes is n and the number of edges is e, and the network structure is represented by an adjacency matrix. Compared to Conductance, ESCA requires more time to calculate gN (u,v) , gW (u,v) , and gC (u,v) for the edge (u, v) in the step of selecting the initial community. As the adjacency matrix is ordered and corresponds to the nodes, the time complexity for calculating gN (u,v) and gW (u,v) is O(n). gC (u,v) is related to the number of neighbors of the nodes u and v, and thus the time complexity is O(n 2 ). If the number of communities is m, the time complexity of ESCA increases to O(n 2 * e * m), and the time complexity of Conductance for selecting the initial community is O(e * m). Therefore, ESCA and Conductance have the same time complexity for extending the initial community. If each community contains an average of k nodes, the time complexity is O(n * k 2 * m 2 ). When communities are allocated for the missing nodes, the belonging degree of the nodes in each community should be calculated. Then, the time complexity is related to the number of nodes contained in the communities obtained by the division, and the set of nodes in all communities should be divided. If the number of missing nodes is n 0 , the time complexity is O(n 0 * k * m).
In actual applications, n 0 n , k e, and m n; thus,
, and the time complexity of ESCA is O(n 2 * e * m), whereas time complexity of Conductance is O(n * k 2 * m 2 ).
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION A. SYNTHETIC NETWORKS
The networks used in the experiments were generated by the LFR benchmark [30] , [31] . LFR is a widely used open-source network generator, and the synthetic networks that it generates are close to real network structures.Since there are few data sets with large communities at present,LFR is used to synthesize unauthorized and entitled overlapping community structures respectively as the test network. For each type of network, the overlapping fraction (γ = on n ) is chosen in [0, 0.5], and each point is tested 250 times to calculate the average value. Table 1 shows the parameter values used to create the networks, and Table 2 explains the parameters in Table 1 .
B. EVALUATION METRICS
To evaluate the effectiveness of ESCA, it was compared with Conductance and COPRA [19] . In COPRA, V = 2, where V is the maximum number of labels that each node can have in the process of label propagation. ESCA was evaluated using the following three metrics.
Normalized mutual information (NMI) [29] : This metric is used to evaluate the result of the algorithm, and its value NMI (X , Y ) is between 0 and 1. Larger NMI (X , Y ) indicates higher similarity between the communities X and Y , that is, the corresponding community detection algorithm is better. When X and Y are the same, the value is 1, whereas 0 implies that X and Y are completely different. algorithm, and N truth denotes the true number of communities in the network. The number of obtained communities should be as close as possible to the real community number in the network. Smaller absolute values of CD indicate higher performance. Fig. 4 shows the results of each algorithm in weighted networks.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
1) WEIGHTED NETWORKS
Comparisons in terms of NMI: It can be seen from Figs. 4(a) and (b) that the NMI of ESCA is significantly higher than that of Conductance and COPRA in weighted networks, and it is always the highest as γ increases. Although the NMI of Conductance is also high, it is significantly lower than that of ESCA. The average distance is 0.061 at mut = muw = 0.1, and 0.020 at mut = muw = 0.3. The performance of COPRA is the worst, as NMI decreases sharply from 1 to 0.63 as γ increases.
Comparisons in terms of CR: It can be seen from Figs. 4(c) and (d) that ESCA has the highest CR and is relatively stable in the two weighted networks. As shown in Fig. 4(c) , the CR of ESCA is higher than 99.2% when γ < 0.45. The CR of Conductance at mut = muw = 0.1 is significantly lower than that at mut = muw = 0.3, but NMI is high. This is because the obtained communities contain several overlapping nodes, which results in high NMI and low CR. In this case, NMI cannot accurately evaluate the division results. As γ increases, COPRA sharply decreases to 0, and when γ is between 0.25 and 0.5, COPRA cannot accurately determine the number of communities in the networks.
Comparisons in terms of CD: It can be seen from Figs. 4(e) and (f) that the number of communities obtained by ESCA is close to the actual number of communities in the network, and COPRA has the largest difference. When mut = muw = 0.3, the results of Conductance are not significantly different from those of ESCA, but when mut = 0.1, they are. Moreover, COPRA cannot accurately identify the number of communities when mut = muw = 0.1 and mut = muw = 0.3 (except for γ = 0). As γ increases, the number of detected communities significantly differs from the actual number, which is larger. In conclusion, the NMI and CR of ESCA are higher, and the detected communities are closer to the real community structure of the network. 
2) UNWEIGHTED NETWORKS
Comparisons in terms of NMI:
Figs. 5(a) and (b) show that ESCA has higher NMI than Conductance and COPRA in the two unweighted networks, and still has the highest NMI as γ increases. Conductance is the next highest, and the performance of COPRA is the worst. As γ increases, the NMI of COPRA decreases sharply and eventually falls below 0.75.
Comparisons in terms of CR:
The performance of ESCA in the unweighted networks is similar to that in the weighted networks. As γ increases, ESCA maintains a high CR. The worst case (γ = 0.05, mu = 0.3) is over 0.86, and it reaches 1 in some other cases. However, Conductance has significantly lower CR than in the weighted networks, and CR is less than 0.03 if mu=0.3, whereas the NMI for the unweighted networks is large. This is because the number of overlapping nodes between the detected communities is overly large in the unweighted networks, which causes the decrease in NMI. The CR of COPRA is higher than that in the weighted networks. When γ = 0, the real communities of the network are accurately determined.
Comparisons in terms of CD: The number of communities detected by ESCA is the same as number of real communities in the network. When γ < 0.15, the number of communities obtained by COPRA is also close to the true number, but the number of communities obtained by Conductance is always larger than the real number in any case.
It can be concluded that ESCA has better performance in the synthetic unweighted networks and the detected communities are similar to the real community structure of the network. The performance of Conductance in the unweighted networks is obviously worse than that in the weighted networks. This is because all the edge weights are the same in the unweighted networks, and Conductance cannot accurately select the optimal initial community, which leads to degraded performance. By contrast, COPRA performs better in the weighted networks than in the unweighted networks.
3) COMPREHENSIVE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS Fig. 6 shows the comprehensive statistics of the experimental results for various algorithms in various networks. From Figs. 6(a) and (b), it can be seen that the NMI of ESCA is higher than that of Conductance and COPRA in various networks. The NMI in the unweighted and weighted networks reaches 0.99 and 0.985 respectively, which is higher than the NMI of Conductance. Through a total of 11,000 experiments, the NMI of ESCA reaches 0.988, which is approximately 0.028 units higher[Please verify the edit.] than that of Conductance and closer to the real community structure of the network.
From Figs. 6(c) and (d), it can be seen that the CR of ESCA is higher than that of Conductance and COPRA in various networks. The CR of ESCA is 0.972 and 0.974 in the unweighted and weighted networks, respectively, which is better than the corresponding values 0.208 and 0.763 of Conductance. Through a total of 11000 experiments, the CR of ESCA reaches 0.975, which is 0.485 units higher than that of Conductance; thus, the CR of ESCA increases by approximately 50%. Fig. 7 shows the missing nodes statistics for Conductance in different networks. Because neither ESCA nor COPRA has missing nodes, the corresponding graphs are not drawn.
4) MISSING NODES
From Fig. 7(a) , it can be seen that the number of omissions of Conductance first shows a rising trend, reaching a peak when γ = 0.05, then decreases, and finally rises slightly. The number of omissions at mu = 0.3 and mut = muw = 0.3 is higher than that at mu = 0.1 and mut = muw = 0.1. In a total of 11000 experiments, there are 620 cases with missing nodes, where 421 cases correspond to the unweighted networks and 199 to the weighted networks. Thus, the total omission rate is 5.63%. By contrast, ESCA completely resolves the missing nodes problem by using the belonging degree.
From Fig. 7(b) , it can be seen that the total number of missing nodes of Conductance is similar to that in Fig. 7(a) , and the two numbers are in a proportional relationship. That is, as the number of omissions increases, the number of missing nodes increases as well. This is because the number of missing nodes generated each time is approximately one to four. There is only one missing node in most situations, and the case of two to four missing nodes is rare. Therefore, the total number of missing nodes tends to be proportional to theConductance; thus, the CR of ESCA increases by approximately 50%.
V. CONCLUSION
An improved algorithm, namely, ESCA, was proposed that resolves the issues of unreasonable initial community selection and missing nodes in Conductance by adopting edge strength and belonging degree.
The performance of ESCA in synthetic networks was comprehensively evaluated in terms of NMI, CR, CD, and missing nodes. It was demonstrated that ESCA can correctly determine the communities in synthetic unweighted and weighted networks. CR in unweighted and weighted networks reached 0.972 and 0.974, respectively, higher than the corresponding values 0.208 and 0.763 of Conductance. Moreover, the total CR increased by approximately 50%, the NMI of the communities detected by ESCA was between 0.97 and 1.0, and the absolute value of CD was between 0 and 0.168, which were closer to the real community structure of the network. Furthermore, no node was missed, and even when the number of nodes increased to 5000, the results were still superior. ESCA not only overcomes the shortcomings of Conductance but also further improves division accuracy. Because ESCA can accurately discover overlapping communities, it can be applied to OSN worm control for improved speed and reduced worm diffusion scope.
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